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ABSTRACT 
In  diabetic  nephropathy  (DN),  hyperglycemia  drives  a  progressive  thickening  of  glomerular filtration surfaces, 
increased cell proliferation as well as mesangial expansion and a constriction of capillary lumens. This leads to 
progressive structural changes inside the Glomeruli. In this work, we make a study of structural glomerular changes 
in DN from a graph-theoretic standpoint, using features extracted from Minimal Spanning Trees (MSTs) constructed 
over intercellular distances in order to classify the “packing signatures” of different DN stages. We further 
investigate the significance of the competing effects of Volume change measured here in 2Dimensional Pixel span 
area (Area) on one hand and increased cell proliferation on the other in determining the packing patterns. Towards 
that we formulate the problem as Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN). From our preliminary results we do postulate 
that volume expansion caused by internal pressure as capillary lumens constriction has perhaps has a greater effect 
in the early stages.    
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Graph theoretic analysis is suitable for discerning some of the structural changes in Glomeruli that ensue as a result 
of DN progression. We look into Minimum Spanning Trees (MSTs) a graph-theoretical construct whereby the 
points of a network are joined using the shortest total connection distance, which have  already proven  useful  for  
characterization  of  subtle  structural  changes  in  diverse  fields[8,10] as well as disease classification tasks[1,11,12,14]. 
In  particular,  MSTs  have  the  advantage  of  being  independent  of anisotropic image characteristics[13]. We posit 
that MSTs or rather the change in specific characteristics (depth, avg. width, clustering tendency etc.) of MST 
structures might be synonymous with packing characteristics of the Glomeruli thereby signaling altered intra-
Glomeruli dynamics and consequently DN Progression.  We use Bayesian Graphical Models namely Dynamic 
Bayesian Networks (DBN) to represent the phenomenon of DN progression parametrically. We try to infer the 
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correlation/causation at every DN stage between spatial parameters, such as Volume change (expressed as pixel 
span area) and increased cellularity as observed through the lens of MST. 
 

II. METHODS & RESULTS 
 

Imaging and data preparation. Data consisted of 49 samples of Glomeruli with a DN stage of 1 (normal), with 47 
glomeruli with a stage of 2 (mild progression) and 42 with stage3 (significant progression). 

MST Feature Extraction. After having constructed the MST by connecting centroids of nuclei inside the Glomeruli 
in the images, we extract features over the MST which signify by and large packing density patterns in the 
Glomeruli such as depth of tree, avg. nuclei per level of tree, no. of leaves per level, clustering features such as k-
means clusters, Single-link clusters etc. in addition to averaged features such as avg. MST edge distance, avg. inter-
nuclei distance for all nuclei in the Glomerulus and global features such as nuclei count and pixel span area. The 
MST for a Glomerulus would be unique and correspond to some extent, to the intra-Glomerulus cell proliferation 
dynamics. We postulate that the certain structural packing features as examined through the Glomeruli MST, would 
be characteristic of the stage of DN in progression.  
 

 
Fig. 1a 

 
Fig. 1b 

Fig 1a Minimum Spanning Tree constructed from Glomeruli. Fig 1b MST connecting the centroids of the nuclei. 

 
Verification using Support Vector Machine. In an effort to verify the veracity of our feature set we use it to train and 
test three Support Vector Machines (SVM) with Linear, Gaussian and RBF Kernel over stages 1 vs 2, 2 vs 3 and 1 
vs 3 . With limited parameter tuning the results were 77%, 72% and 78% respectively. In each case we rank the 
support vectors and find that the area or rather change in area is the most important support vector in cases 1 vs 2 
and 1 vs3, followed by cellularity. In case of 2 vs 3 we find k-means, area and cellularity to be close in rank. The 
distribution of area in the first two stages as well as Precision and Recall results are shown. 
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Fig. 2a Fig. 2b 

 
 Fig 1a and 2b show the Distribution of Glom Area which is the most relevant support vector in 1 vs 2 case and 1 vs 3 case. Fig 
2c represents precision vs recall value for all the SVM experiments. Preliminary results show that area, cellularity and k-clusters 

are the most important support vectors. 
 

Formulating and Evaluating Dynamic Bayesian Graph. After observing that the features extracted from the MST do 
have some statistical significance in predicting DN stage, we proceed to have a first attempt at solving a 
fundamental morphological question regarding the structural alterations observed in the Glomeruli. It is speculated 
that in progressing through the stages, glomerular expansion occurs from increased internal pressure as capillary 
lumens constrict and sclerose, which should increase overall inter-nuclear distance slightly whereas there is a 
competing phenomenon of increased number of nuclei which should decrease the overall inter nuclei distance. It is 
postulated that going from Stage 1 to 2 the volume expansion takes precedence over the cell proliferation effect in 
deciding the packing signature. In contrast in the later stage 3, the increased cellularity in the expanded mesangial 
space has a more significance in determining the packing signature of the Glomeruli and consequently the MST 
structure. 

 

 
Fig3 represents an example of a candidate Dynamic Bayesian network where the letter and corresponding parameters are 
respectively: A: Area & ƟA :Distribution in Area within that time slice. B: Cellularity & ƟB: Distribution of Cellularity within 
time slice. C: Packing Distribution & ƟC: Distribution of Packing Distribution within that time slice. D: Clusters and ƟD: 
Distribution of cluster coefficient within time slice. E: MST edge length and ƟE: Distribution of MST edge length within a time 
slice. The time t-1, t, t+1 slices themselves represent Disease stages 1, 2 and 3. The inter time slice connections are transition 
weights which will remain stationary for simplicity. 

 

In an attempt to order the predicted causes of altered cell structure of glomeruli in the order of influence, we encode 
the problem as a Dynamic Bayesian Network in order to capture the order of precedence in causes separately in the 
three stages. We proceed to model the two competing variables Volume expansion (modeled in 2D as pixel area 
span) which should correlate to an overall increase in additive quantities such as total MST edge length etc. and 
cellular proliferation which should act in the opposing direction to reduce the aforementioned quantities. The 
problem is then further divided into two stages Structure Learning and Parameter learning.   
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Structure Learning. For learning the structure learning we use the paradigm of Maximum Likelihood Estimation 
over Maximum A Posteriori estimation. We also include a Bayesian Information Criterion as a regularization 
criterion for avoiding too complex formulations of the structure of the Bayesian Network. Thereon, we use Hill-
Climbing Search over graph construction operators.  

Parameter Learning. In order to learn the parameters of the network structure we also use Maximum Likelihood 
Estimation over Maximum A Posteriori Estimation. This is due to ease of implementation. 

 

 
Fig 4 describes the relative edge weight in the three stages. 

 
Preliminary results analyzed from features obtained from three sets of Disease stages (1, 2 & 3) show a Dynamic 
Bayesian Network Structure which was learnt purely from the data which show that the effect of Pixel Area 
expansion (Volume) influences the packing pattern in the Glomeruli more so than the Cell proliferation initially in 
transitioning from Stage 1 to 2. Thereafter, the both of them have similar influence in stage 3. In the DBN 
Conditional Probability Distribution we find the edge weights of Area connecting other features having more weight 
than the Cellularity in stage 1 and 2, whereas in stage 3 the edge weights are comparable 

 
III. DISCUSSION 

 
The work represents a first study of useful structural features corresponding to the packing signature of each stage in 
DN. We successfully design and extract important clustering features indicative of the packing patterns. In this 
regard we speculate that competing effects of Glomerular expansion caused due to pressure from capillary 
constriction and intercellular distance reduction caused due to cellular proliferation do have different signatures in 
the cell packing process.  
 
In addition we try to speculate which cause has greater influence over the cell distribution and packing in each stage 
of the disease and whether the influence changes over the progression timeline. Here we employ probabilistic 
graphical modeling in the form of Dynamic Bayesian networks in an attempt to probe into the answer. From 
preliminary observations we posit that in the initial stages the glomerular Volume expansion does parry over cell 
proliferation in determining the packing pattern. Only in stage 3 does both of them reach equilibrium in their 
influence over the packing.  
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IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 
 

In conclusion this study tries a first pass in employing a novel technique using combinatorial features extracted from 
MSTs drawn over Glomuleri nuclei in order to classify DN stages (1,2 & 3). We essentially propose a pipeline in 
order to semi-automatically derive image features and construct meaningful combinatorial structures in the form of 
MSTs which pertain to packing signatures of intra-Glomerular dynamics which in turn are mainly governed by the 
stage of progression of DN. We show MSTs exhibit key features which can be used to classify DN stage. We wish 
to extract more intricate features such as degree of divergence, cluster coefficients, tree hierarchy overlap in order to 
gain further insights into the change in packing dynamics inside the Glomeruli.   

In addition, we aim to solve the problem of causality statistically which is basically to find whether volume 
expansion or cellular proliferation is the primary cause of perturbation in Glomerular structure. We would like to 
improve upon the results and construct better graphical explanations of the data by improving features and most 
importantly encoding priors in the form of Multinomial and Gamma Distribution Priors and use marginal Likelihood 
Estimation which is much better suited for limited samples like our case.  
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